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Disband After Ten Years?" Dr. Grimstead at the very first meeting announcing the plan

had told how they were going to have public meeting, prepare books and articles, and so

on, and after ten years their work would have been accomplished and they would quit.

It seemd to me extremely optimistic to think that in ten years they could change the

wiii wh1i whole attitude of professing Christians to an acceptance of inerrancy. It

On the other hand there is no -punt in a proliferation of organizations that simply

keep themselves going id-finitely and I like this attitude that tkajk they are going

to do a job and complete it and close down better than the attitude that starts an

organization and then always looks for excuses,L to ke-p it going.
the

Previous to that meeting of the council and/Advisory ai Committee I had

received large colored advertisements of the meeting that was to be held in

San Diego. This was to be a public meeting. There were pictures and names of

40 or 50 very prominent Christian leaders, all of whom were to speak at these

meetings. It seems to me that, if I recall correctly, that it was there was a

$50 charge for registration. When you think of They sent me maybe 50 or 100

copies of this big display ad. I didn't think there'd be many ; here who would be

interested in making a trip to San Diego for cach a conference. They also sent

me cards for ;signing up for it. With so aany speakers nobody could hear more than

a comparatively few of them, but with such a great arra- of well-known it ;is

easy to see how it might att*act a great many people. They mentioned a certain

number, which, if they had it, would pay all expenses of the meeting in San Diego

and also pay for the cost of the hermeneutics conference. I believe the

hermeneutics confierence was orignally intended to be that but it was postponed

another year.

Quite a bit later, one day Dr. Boice was here and we had a discussion of

various matters, with a rather numerous, a considerable number ot us. This was

last December, I believe, and in the course of it I referred to the hermeneutics

conference which I thought had cost about $50,00 and Dr. Boice said, "It cost

$65,000," and he said it was all paid for by the profit from the San Diego meeting.
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